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Intervention Within the Oslo study, men who attended for examination in both 1972/73 and 2000 with a self-reported history of MI (n=548) were compared to controls (n=625) selected at random from the same cohort, and matched by five-year strata for age.
Outcome measure Information on history of tooth extractions and the reasons for these extractions were obtained from a self-reported questionnaire. Reasons for tooth extractions were subgrouped into infection (marginal periodontitis and apical infection) or trauma/other causes.
Results Investigation of the association between the reason for extraction and MI, using prospective logistic analysis, found that extractions attributed to dental infections were significant predictors for risk factors in both 1972/73 and 2000.
Conclusions There was an increased association between MI and tooth extraction due to dental infection compared with tooth extraction for trauma and other reasons. Interestingly data collected in 2000 showed no statistical differences in the levels of C-reactive protein between groups, while the evaluation of the current oral condition reported the presence of periodontal infection being double in the control group (50%) that of the study group (24%). Levels of C-reactive protein have been widely used in research to monitor effectiveness of periodontal therapy, [3] [4] and they are also used in the medical field as a risk indicator for MI. 5 The time of the MI occurrence was not reported. conclusions may be limited because we can only guess that the extractions preceded the MI and that the nature of the bacteraemia is significantly different during this study from when brushing or flossing.
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